
The Peep Squirrel™ Binding Machine quickly 
and easily folds binding strips for your prints 
and drawings.

The paper is continuously folded as it passes 
through the slotted dies of the patented 
binding machine.

Simply pull the paper through the machine, 
cut the binding strip to the length you need, 
and staple the binder to the set.  One versatile 
machine makes binders for any size print.

Two binding machine sizes are available.  The small machine makes a 1” binder that binds 
up to 35 sheets.  The large machine makes a 1½” binder that binds up to 100 sheets.  Binder 
roll paper is 60# off set with 30% post-consumer recycled content.

Advertise your fi rm with custom printed binders.  Custom printing is available for the 
same price as plain, and a variety of colors are available.

Standard colors are black, blue, red, green, orange and white.  Or, have your binders 
printed in any Pantone color to match your corporate color.  Printing can either be positive 
or  reversed .

Call, fax, e-mail, or visit our web site to place your order.  Satisfaction guaranteed or your 
money back.

Peep Squirrel™ Pre-Cut Binding Strips are also available to compliment, or as an 
alternative to, The Peep Squirrel™ Binding Machine & Binder Rolls.

The Peep Squirrel™

Binding Machine
No more hand folding your binding strips!
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Binding Machine & Binder Rolls
200’/roll, 24 rolls/box

Description Price

Small Binding Machine $230

Large Binding Machine $269

Plain 4” Rolls $180

Plain 6” Rolls $235

Custom Printed 4” Rolls $180

Custom Printed 6” Rolls $235

Standard colors:  black, blue, red, green, orange, white

Custom ink colors: any Pantone (PMS) color
minimum quantity of 2 boxes (any combination)
$35 washup charge

20% discount for 2+ boxes of binder rolls (any combination)

$200/plate charge for new art
Two color printing is available: call for pricing


